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W
hen Thomas Edison carbonized
first cotton and then bamboo
fibers in 1879, no one had me-

chanically loadbearing fibers in mind. At
that time, the focus was on increasing the
burn time of incandescent lamps.Not un-
til some 75 years later were carbon fibers
produced with oriented molecular struc-
tures, which are a prerequisite for high
mechanical property values. But the fila-
ments were produced on a laboratory
scale and the costs were astronomically
high. In the early 1970s, Japanese compa-

nies established fiber types that offered
not only good mechanical properties and
ready availability but also suitable indus-
trial production processes and therefore
lower costs.

Since then, the use of carbon fibers has
expanded from niche astronautical and
military applications to motor racing
and then leisure sports. The next step is
automotive manufacture. And here, this
new lightweight construction material is
urgently required. Lightweight construc-
tion has always been an important theme
in vehicle engineering but, in recent
years, efforts in this area have been con-
siderably stepped up. Sustainable mobil-
ity, which relies on economical use of re-
sources and alternative drive concepts,
requires bold, innovative lightweight
construction solutions. Carbon-fiber-re-
inforced plastics (CFRP) offer the poten-

tial here to achieve further vehicle weight
reductions as compared with conven-
tional metal auto body construction
materials. In addition, fiber composites
enhance customer benefit because the
greater design freedom they offer makes
it easier to produce technically challeng-
ing designs successfully. At the same
time, the surface finishes obtainable with
CFRP also allow emotional values such
as “high-tech“ and “sporty“ to be con-
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veyed. This raises the question, howev-
er, as to why, in view of these advantages,
the use of carbon-fiber-reinforced plas-
tics in high-volume automotive produc-
tion is still, relatively speaking, not very
widespread. The answer lies in the num-
ber of hurdles that have to be overcome
in the development chain from the ini-
tial product idea to production-line
manufacture.

Challenging Requirements

This development chain can be followed
with the example of the Audi R8 Spyder
(Title picture). In this vehicle, the side pan-
els and cover for the droptop storage com-
partment are produced from fiber com-
posites (Fig. 1). Besides potential for light-
weight construction, the primary criteri-
on for material selection here was the
component design aspect. The side
panels have a challenging geometry
that could not have been reproduced
in sheet metal construction because of
the high draw ratio and narrow radii
involved. Since the component design al-
so includes undercuts, the geometry is
even more complex. This is where a spe-
cial property of fiber composites comes
into play, namely that the material only
takes on its final form during component
manufacture. This allows greater freedom
of component design than is possible with
sheet metal semi-finished products. On-
ly this design flexibility afforded by the
use of fiber composites enables the spe-
cial component design to be precisely re-
produced.

Development of the cover for the drop-
top storage compartment was con-
strained by the extremely tight installa-
tion space. The outer contours of the

component were determined by the very
sleek, sporty design. Underneath the stor-
age compartment cover are the stowed
droptop and the engine. Despite opti-
mized component positioning in the rear
of the car, there is still very little installa-
tion room. Normally this is no problem
with thin-walled body shell components.
But in the R8 Spyder, high mechanical
properties in this area are crucially im-
portant. The cover for the droptop stor-
age compartment is attached by two
hinges and locks but must tightly seal the
storage compartment all round and with-
stand the forces this involves. This, com-
bined with challengingly low deforma-

tion tolerances, dictates the need for ex-
ceptionally high component stiffness.
Since the installation space and hence the
resulting moment of inertia are signifi-
cantly restricted, the requirements for this
application could only be met with car-
bon-fiber-reinforced plastic.

Another example of the excellent per-
formance of the droptop storage com-

partment cover is the fact that it can be
operated while the car is in motion. The
cover can be opened and closed at vehi-
cle speeds of up to 50 km/h. This func-
tion increases the vehicle’s suitability for
everyday use and enhances customer ben-
efit significantly. If there is a head wind,
the wind load on the opened cover could
double. The cover operating system for
the R8 Spyder was tested with these high
wind loads in the Audi wind tunnel cen-
ter and requirements were considerably
over-fulfilled. Here once again, the out-
standing mechanical properties of fiber
composites are essential for production
of a weight-optimized component.

Besides mechanical functional require-
ments,other hurdles have to be overcome.
Vehicles manufactured by Audi AG,Ingol-
stadt,Germany,are marketed in all regions
of the world, which means that widely
varying climatic conditions are encoun-
tered: from –40 to +80°C, from dry to hu-
mid. In addition, extreme solar radiation
can lead to temperatures of up to 100°C.
Add to this, the heat generated by the en-
gine and exhaust system and even these
values can be exceeded. It goes without
saying that the components must meet
Audi AG’s high quality specifications in all
situations throughout the lifespan of the
car (Fig. 2). This means, on the one hand,
perfect satisfaction of functional require-
ments and, on the other, ensuring that
properties are maintained over the long
term. Corrosion resistance is a good ex-
ample here.With the combination of met-
al force transmission elements and carbon
fibers, corrosive effects can be expected
because of the potential difference in the
galvanic series. It is essential here to pre-
vent the possibility of an electrically con-
ducting connection, due either to direct
contact or through electrolytes such as salt
water. In practice, this is ensured through >

Fig. 1. The side panels and 
droptop storage compartment 

cover of the Audi R8 Spyder are 
produced by fiber composite construction

Fig. 2. Quality control in final assembly of the Audi R8 Spyder
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insulating fiber layers or special sealing
materials.

Another important consideration in
the development of these CFRP compo-
nents for the Audi R8 Spyder was the need
to meet Audi AG’s high requirements in
respect of surface quality and optimum
appearance throughout the lifetime of the
vehicle. This is a particular challenge for
the side panels and droptop storage com-
partment cover, since these components
are situated within the range of exposure
to heat-generating vehicle units and also
solar radiation.Through the combination
of a specially tailored laminate structure
and optimized matrix system, the com-
ponents are able to fulfill these high re-
quirements. This was demonstrated in
comprehensive alternating climate and
climate vibration tests, outdoor weather-
ing trials and corrosion tests.

Challenges in Production

The hurdles for fiber composite compo-
nents do not just lie in the area of develop-
ment. Various challenges also have to be
overcome in production processes, where
it is necessary to look for potential ways of
achieving significant cost reductions. The
fiber composites used as standard materi-
als in Formula 1 are mainly obtained by
manual production steps. But it would not
be feasible to manufacture production-line
cars with such cost structures.The key here
is to develop industrialized processes,char-
acterized by identifiable, efficient material
flows and automated production steps. A
good example of this is the stitching of re-
inforcing layers in the direction of stress
lines in the tailored-fiber placement (TFP)
process. In this process, carbon fibers are
automatically stitched in the stress direc-
tion onto a thin carrier textile and insert-
ed into the final preform.This ensures that
the reinforcing fibers are integrated into the

component in the ideal orientation, at the
optimum point in the right quantity.
Wastage is very low and no unnecessary
material is used. This technology is used to
produce the reinforcing layers of the drop-
top storage compartment cover. It enables
both costs and weight to be minimized.

In assembly of the Audi R8 Spyder
(Fig. 3), the side panels are another special
case. These joint-determining body shell
components are only fixed to the vehicle
during the final assembly stage, whereas
this normally happens before painting.
But since it was necessary to keep thermal
stresses as low as possible, a change in the
production sequence was tested and im-
plemented. This prevented the CFRP
components being thermally stressed in
the conventional vehicle painting opera-
tion. So the lid, light and door joints are
not produced until the final vehicle as-
sembly stage. Various solutions for tech-
nical details were required to obtain the
required joint pattern in this production
sequence.

Conclusion

In summary, it is clear that there are chal-
lenges to overcome in developing fiber
composite components from the initial
idea to final implementation. The topics
that need addressing range from mechan-
ical, thermal and optical requirements to
processing issues and component pro-
duction and assembly. The positive as-
pects of fiber composite construction,
such as reduced component weight,
greater design freedom, increased func-
tionality and low initial investment costs,
have usually been outweighed by the
higher overall cost. But in an increasing
number of cases, fiber composite con-
cepts can further optimize metal light-
weight structures. This is impressively
demonstrated in ultra-lightweight con-
struction concepts, such as the Audi R8
GT (Fig. 4), where it was possible to reduce
vehicle weight by about 100 kg as com-
pared with the Audi R8 Coupé.

Modern fiber composite materials have
been and continue to be part of Audi’s
lightweight construction strategy. In a
number of different vehicles, they are
already helping to reduce weight and,
as a direct consequence, increase effi-
ciency.�
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Fig. 3. The side panels of the Audi R8 Spyder are joint-determining body shell components that are
only fixed to the vehicle during the final assembly stage
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